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4. sew the pockets to 
the pouch body front

1. sew the pockets to 
the pouch body front
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2.  blindstitch
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*  instructions on p. 207
bias binding

trim away the
excess seam 
allowance

1.  backstitch

5. trim around the outside of the
pouch leaving a generous amount
of batting and lining

2.  sandwich the batting 
between the sewn pieced 
top and lining; quilt

3. blindstitch the 
hook and loop tape
in place as shown
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Finished Sewing Pouch

* see p. 213 for directions on
   how to bind the gusset ends

Making the Gusset

Making the Side Tabs
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Sewing the Zipper to the Pouch Body Opening

sandwich the zipper between the pouch body front and the inner facing; sew
1.  move the lining out of the
way; topstitch the zipper edge

2.  backstitch; do not let the 
stitches show through to the 
other side

3.  blindstitch the lower edge
down to the bottom

4.  sew the zipper to the pouch body back

5.  trim away the excess 
seam allowance at the opening

6.  blindstitch the zipper tape
down to the pouch body back

Making the Zipper Pull

zipper clasp
and jump ring

zipper clasp
and jump ring

wrap the 
waxed cord
with fabric;
blindstitch

3.5 [1⅜”] long
waxed cord

12 [4¾”] long
waxed cord

knot

1.  sandwich the side tabs
between the layers

2.  sew the side seams
with right sides together

3.  use the pouch body back seam 
allowance to bind the raw edges

* see p. 212 for directions on
   how to bind the seam allowance

Binding the Zipper Ends

wrap the ends; 
blindstitch


